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Meet Entries and Results Workflow 
There can be a lot of variation in how teams manage their meet entries. This is the basic 
workflow for collecting meet attendance and entries, final meet entry signoff from the 
coach, meet creation, and results import and display to parents in SwimTopia.   

 
Meet Signup Configurations 

Some teams enable online signup for all meets before the season; some teams only open 
signups one meet at a time, a week or two before each meet. 

At the appropriate time for your team, you will set the Meet entry online sign-up 
status to Open in Schedule > Meet Name > Status. This will allow parents to log in and 
declare their swimmer's meet attendance and choose meet events (if allowed). 

 
Meet Signup Process 

When enabled using the settings above, logged-in parents can declare meet attendance for 
each swimmer associated with their account by clicking the Meet Entry button in your 
website's Swim Meet schedule or SwimTopia Mobile App.  
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Meet Entry Generation 

After your meet entries are in and have been closed, you can verify entries and create relay 
teams .  You can check with your swim board about entry deadlines if you are not the one in 
charge of setting them. 

>>Note: If you have questions about missing seed times or how to exclude unofficial seed 
times, ➞ See Seed Times: FAQs & Configurations. 

➧ Meet Entries Matrix 

Go to Manage Team > Schedule > Meet Name > Entries.  There you'll see the meet entry 
matrix, which is all the meet entries for your roster by age group. 

 

If you click the header of any column, the view will sort by that column, placing the fastest 
time at the top if you click an event for example. 

You can also view and edit all the entries for that age group at once by clicking “Edit 
Entries.” See below. 
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➧ Meet Entries Matrix Color Indicators 

You can get a sense for the status of each athlete by hovering over their name, but here is 
what each color represents: 

• White - Undeclared 
• Light Green - Declared to be Attending/Available but not entered in specific 

events 
• Dark Green - Attending/Available and entered in specific events 
• Gray - Not Attending/Not Available for a meet or not available for early/late relay 

events (can also mean Not Eligible/Qualified for a meet/event when you see a red 
circle with a line through it) 

➧ Individual Athlete's Detail View 

Click the “pencil” icon next to a swimmer’s name to manually edit that person’s entries, heat 
and lanes assignment, seed times and meet attendance status/preferences and to enter 
swim-up events. Entering a custom time uses that for the athlete’s seed time. 

You can manually set the heat and lane assignments by typing the heat number, a forward 
slash, and then the desired lane. For heat 2, lane 4 you would type “2/4”. 
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➧ Meet Entries, Bulk Editing View 

You can also view and edit all the entries for that age group at once by clicking “Edit 
Entries.” You can sort the athletes by any of the columns by clicking the header. 

For example, click one of the events and it will sort the athletes by seed time, fastest to 
slowest. If you click “Select All” it will include only those athletes who are participating when 
you “Save Entries” (even though ALL the athletes will be selected, only the ones you want 
will be entered). 

 

>>Note: this ‘bulk editing’ feature is not available for multi-session meets. You can still edit 

each athlete by clicking the pencil icon next to his/her name.  

Automatic Relay Generation and Settings 
➧ Relay Entries 

SwimTopia allows you to automatically generate teams according to your relay settings for 
all age groups by clicking the Generate Relay Teams button. 
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Relay Generation Preferences 

In each meet's Meet Setup > Team Preferences, you can: 

1. Specify your preferred “Freestyle relay order strategy” to control the order in 
which the kids swim based on their relative times. Traditional order means fastest 
swims last, for example. 

2. Control when/if swimmers should “swim-up” to fill out relay teams in older age-
groups, and under which conditions. 

 

» Tip: These settings can be configured site-wide under Settings > Meet Entry Preferences, 
so they are preset for all meets each season. 
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Entry Rules - Relay Events 

Additional relay settings are located under Meet Setup > Entry Rules 

 

 

 
Generate Relay Teams 

Once your settings are in place, click the Generate Relay Teams button to have SwimTopia 
automatically assign the fastest combination of swimmers for all the relay events in a meet. 

 

• SwimTopia automatically picks the fastest “A” relay from available athletes, then 
the fastest “B” relay from the remaining athletes and so on, based on your 
swimmers’ times and your relay settings. 

• SwimTopia also scales times if a swimmer has a recent individual time in the same 
stroke but a different distance than the relay leg. SwimTopia will automatically 
scale the time up or down, to get an estimated time for the desired relay leg 
distance. 
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• We will auto-generate relay-leg splits in distances for relay legs if an athlete does 
not have a time in that distance. This comes in handy when the relay leg distances 
are different from the individual leg distances. If a more recent 50 time is 
available, we will use it, even if there is also another 25 time in the same range 
from further seasons back. 

• An example of where the above relay-leg split process helps - in one swim league, 
for the 11-12 age group the relays are 4x25 distance, but the individual event 
distances are 50's, thus swimmers typically do not have times in the 25 distance, 
or if they do they are older.  

 

  

 
Edit Relay Teams 

Relay teams can be edited to add/remove swimmers (and specify swim-up ages), change 
the relay order, rearrange swimmers within the relay, enter custom seed times, and to mark 
a relay as an exhibition entry if necessary. 

Manually edited relay teams display the locked padlock icon indicating the relay team will 
not be replaced when you generate relay teams. If you want those teams to be replaced, 
simply delete the locked relay relay team. 

» Note:  If you need more than 4 swimmers in a relay, you need to "allow entry of relay 
alternates", and manually add the additional swimmers after generating the relay teams. You 
can have up to 8 in SwimTopia, but Meet Maestro only supports 4 person relay teams at this 
time. 
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Available swimmers for any relay, based on your Team Preferences and Relay Entry Rules, 
are shown (if available) in the pane on the left. If they are not available to assign to the relay, 
they are dimmed. If you hover over the dimmed athlete, SwimTopia will display the reason 
the athlete isn’t available in a tooltip. 

Swimmers currently assigned to the relay are shown in the pane on the right.  

➞ See this video for a quick demonstration on how relay generation and the relay editor 
work. 
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Swim-Ups for Individual and Relay Entries 

Swim-Ups are when an athlete is capable of competing against older athletes. You can have 
both Individual Entry and Relay Entry Swim-Ups. Relays are more automated than Individual 
Entries. 

Individual Entries 
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Color Indicators: 

• Light green indicates “Declared to be attending” but not necessarily entered in 
specific events 

• Dark green indicates the Athlete is entered into that event 
• Grey indicates not eligible—for reasons ranging from not attending or not 

qualified (when you see the red circle with the line through it) to being declared 
to be arriving late or leaving early (Cora Taft and Lorri Tart in the above example) 

• Orange indicates entered but not qualified 

Other indicators are: 

• “X” for Exhibition Swim 
• “A” for Alternate 
• “B” for Bonus (doesn't count against entry limits) 

Also indicated are Swim-Ups in the right-most column for both Individual and Relay events. 
The Relay shows which relay and which position in that relay. If the position is 5 or higher, 
that Athlete is an alternate. 

 

To set an athlete’s entry as a Swim-Up, you’ll need to click the pencil next to the Athlete’s 
name. You’ll be presented with the entries for that Athlete. 
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To see the events the athlete could swim-up in, click the “All” link. 

Click the checkboxes for the Events you want to enter the Athlete in and any of the 
Exhibition, Alternate or Bonus events and click “Save”. 

>>See also: Exhibition Swims 

>>To edit entries in bulk by age group, see our article on Meet Entries. 

Swim Up Relay Entries 

Swim-ups in Relay Entries is more automated. On the Relay Entries tab, set your Settings 
(see also Automatic Relay Generation and Settings) and click Generate Relays or click “Add 
Relay Team” under each event. Click the “Edit” button next to a relay team to edit the 
athletes for that relay. Doing so will also lock that team so automatic relay generation won’t 
change the entries for that team. 

 

Hovering your mouse over a greyed-out athlete will indicate why that athlete is ineligible. 
Clicking the name of an athlete will add that athlete to the team in the stroke indicated at 
the top (in this case, “Back”). 
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Meet Entries Matrix Report 

Once you have seeded the meet and before you lock your entries, run a Meet Entry Matrix 
report, which shows a summary of all entries and times per age group. Go to Manage team 
> Reports > Meet Entry Matrix, then select the meet and choose your desired report 
options, check “Only include attending athletes.” When you hit Generate Report and select 
to “Print,” the report will format for the page and print in black and white.  Please “print” this 
form by saving it as a PDF document. 

 

This report is your “Electronic Entry Planner” (RSL Rules) and must be emailed to your 
team’s RSL representative to submit with the official meet entries (locking and 
merging the meet).  In case of any entry errors, this hardcopy will serve as a backup of 
your officially submitted entries.   It is strongly recommended that you run this report, 
review it carefully, and make any necessary changes before submitting your final 
copy. 
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Saving Reports in PDF Format 

For both SwimTopia and Meet Maestro reports you can save reports in PDF format through 
your computer’s print function: 

• Click “Print” 
• For “Destination,” click “Change” 
• Select “Save as PDF” 

 
Merge/Export 
➧ Meet Maestro Users 

Once these entries and relays are all finalized, they can be merged with the opposing 
team(s) entries (if running the meet in Meet Maestro). 

Go to the Merge/Export tab and set “Lock out all entry changes” to On. This lets your RSL 
rep know that you have completed your entries and are ready for them to submit them.  
>>Remember to email a copy of your Meet matrix Report to the RSL Rep at the same time. 

 

 
Transfer/Upload Meet Results 
➧ Meet Maestro Users 

Results will be transferred into the meet results within your SwimTopia site once you finish 
the meet ➞ This is done by the Data personnel. 
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Once a meet is locked, the team designated as the home team transfers the results of the 
Meet Maestro meet back into the SwimTopia accounts. This allows teams to browse (and 
adjust if allowed) the results in SwimTopia. 

Results, including scores, will automatically upload to: 

• Each team’s Results tab of the corresponding meet on their SwimTopia site. 
• The Athlete Performance reports (Reports tab within SwimTopia). 
• The per-family “My Account” swimmer time history pages within SwimTopia.  

 

 
 

View Results 

Logged in parents will then be able to see those times for each swimmer associated with 
their account on their My Account page.  
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Coaches can view the results of the meet in the meet’s Results tab. 

 

 

Attaching Results Reports to the Meet 

If you have a meet results report PDF from Meet Manager or Meet Maestro, you can attach 
it via the meet’s Files tab.  

➞ You can attach files to your meets and events for users to download from your 
website. Access this from Schedule > click the meet or calendar event > Files. 

Click Choose File to choose a file from your local drive. Enter a link name that describes the 
file clearly.  

 

Click Create to upload and display the file for your members to download.  

Your meets and events will display as follows on the Swim Meets or Signup 
Calendar content page on your website. Alongside job and swimmer sign-ups, members 
can download files associated with each meat such as heat sheets, psych sheets, maps to 
other pools, results, and more.  You can upload files to non-meet events as well. 
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Other Helpful Reports 
 

Athlete Report Card 

This is a great report to create at the end of the season to give to all your swimmers.  It 
shows all their times, for all their events.  To generate an Athlete Report Card, go 
to Manage team > Reports > Athlete Report Card then select the season, choose your 
desired report options, and check “Print one page per athlete.” When you hit Generate 
Report, you can then Print or Download to CSV and edit to meet your desired print 
specifications. 
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Meet Entries by Athlete 

This report is helpful to print before the meet and post at the pool so swimmers can see 
which events they are swimming.  To generate a Meet Entries by Athlete, go to Manage 
team > Reports > Meet Entries by Athlete then select the meet, choose your desired 
report options (Girls or Boys to separate to post), and check “only include attending 
athletes.” When you hit Generate Report, you can then Print or Download to CSV and edit to 
meet your desired print specifications. 
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Relay Report 

This report is helpful to print for your relay organizers.  To generate a Relay Report, go 
to Manage team > Reports > Relay Report then select the Season, the Meet, choose your 
desired report options.  When you hit Generate Report, you can then Print or Download to 
CSV and edit to meet your desired print specifications. 
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DQ Report 

Post meet you may choose to run the DQ report.  This is a great way to see all your DQs in 
one place and identify areas to focus on.  To generate a DQ Report, go to Manage team > 
Reports > DQ Report then select the Meet and choose your desired report options.  When 
you hit Generate Report, you can then Print or Download to CSV and edit to meet your 
desired print specifications. 
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High Points by Age Group Report 

To view which swimmers have scored the most points in a season, run the High Points by 
Age Group Report.  To generate this Report, go to Manage team > Reports > High Points 
by Age Group then select the Season and choose your desired report options: display top 
“1” places AND “individual events only”.  When you hit Generate Report, you can then Print 
or Download to CSV and edit to meet your desired print specifications. 
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Most Improved Report 

This report will identify the “most improved” athletes in a given season ranked 1st by the 
number of improved times posted in the season and then by the average percentage of 
improvement across all strokes.  Swimming in more events gives more opportunity for 
improvement.  To generate this Report, go to Manage team > Reports > Most Improved 
then select the Season and choose your desired report options. When you hit Generate 
Report, you can then Print or Download to CSV and edit to meet your desired print 
specifications. 
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Roster Reports 

There are several roster reports you may want to run to use for practices (attendance, 
emergency contacts, medical conditions, etc.  To generate these, go to Manage team > 
Reports > Athlete Roster, Athlete Medical Conditions, Emergency Binder Report 

 

Communications: Emails and Alerts 
The purpose of the Communications feature is to send pertinent team information to 
your membership as a whole or individual groups within the team, such as Athlete Age 
Groups, Roles, Athlete Roster Groups etc.  

>>Important Note: This feature is not intended to work like a standard email program (i.e. 
gmail/yahoo) to facilitate back and forth communication and does not support copy/paste of 
individual email addresses into the “To” field. Communication in SwimTopia is based on 
parent or athlete accounts affilated with your season, in your site.  

Emails or Alerts are managed from the Communications tab in the Manage Team console. 

 

 

 
When is it a good time to send an Alert over an Email? 

The purpose of using the Alert feature is to quickly broadcast a short urgent message via 
the SwimTopia Mobile App (i.e. Practice cancelled due to weather). Sending an Alert 
triggers a push notification to team members’ who have downloaded the SwimTopia mobile 
app AND enabled notifications within their phone settings, removing the need for external 
texting apps. Team members' that don’t have the app (or notifications enabled) will receive 
the alert as an email instead of a push notification. The communications alerts feature 
means you won’t need a separate text or SMS message service. 
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>>Note: Members need to update to the new release of SwimTopia Mobile to receive push 
notifications (Version 4.0.1 or higher). Alerts cannot contain styled text or attachments, and 
are limited to 160 characters. Every message must have a subject (which will appear on 
phones as a bolded line of text) and a body. 
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How to reach specific groups of members or athletes 
➧ All Current Season Members 
Email all members of the team in the current season team by 
entering: Members.  The Members group is intended for team-wide general information 
Communications. Parents who have requested to not receive email communications in 
Registration are not included in Members.    
  
➧ All Previous Season Members 
Email members of the previous season by entering: Members - Previous Season. All last 
season's imported users and registrations are included in this group, unless they have opted 
out. This is an excellent way to invite members to register for a new season. 
  
>>Note: Any season marked "unofficial" will be skipped. 
  
➧ Athlete Age Groups 
Email Athlete Age Groups by typing the age or gender, then select from the drop-down list 
of choices.  Note: 15 + age groups are typically labeled “Men” or “Women.” Message will be 
delivered to the parents if there’s no email address affiliated with the athlete. 
  
➧ Athlete Roster Groups 

Email Athlete Roster Groups by entering the name of the group. Message will be delivered 
to the parents if there’s no email address affiliated with the athlete.  

 
How to send an Email or Alert 
Click +Compose button and determine whether you want to send an Email or an Alert. 
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In the To field, groups are labeled based on type, including (Age Group), (Role), (Roster 
Group), and (Group). Start typing the name of any user or group and select the matching 
user or group to receive the email or alert. Click Expand groups to display each individual 
user, or to remove any from your list. 

>>Tip: When typing in a group name on an iOS device (iPhone, iPad) you may have to try 
typing in the first few letters of the group or recipient name and then backspace a few letters 
to be able to select. 

 
  
  
Group labels in the To field are highlighted in green to differentiate from individual 
addresses, which are highlighted in blue. (Remember: green = group) 
  

 
  
Also publish as news post will create a news post along with the communication sent out 
that uses the subject as the title and the message as the content of the post. Any 
attachments will not be included on the news post. (News posts are managed under Website 
> Posts)  
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Allow recipients to see each other divides the recipients into groups of approximately 50 
and sends the messages out in batches.  **DO NOT CHOOSE THIS FOR TEAM-WIDE 
EMAILS** 
  
Type your message and include any attachments as necessary.  
Click Send to send and save your message in the Sent Messages area. 
  

 

 


